An all time monthly record for number of passengers: 438,000 for the month of July,
an increase of 15% in domestic traffic, 32% in international traffic and 5%in charter
traffic over the same period in 1999.
2,370,000 passengers have been served since the 1st of January.
New check-in counters and VIP lounges have contributed to making airport transit a
more comfortable and enjoyable experience.
2,370,000 passengers used the Naples International Airport over the period 1 January –
31 July 2000. The all time monthly passenger record was broken during the month of July
when over 438,000 passengers were served: a 14% increase over July of 1999. More
specifically; as compared to the same period last year; increases of 15% in domestic
traffic, 32% in international traffic and 5% in charter traffic were recorded.
The average daily number of passengers served was 14,000, and was equally distributed
between arrivals and departures, while aircraft movements (takeoffs and landings) during
this same period totalled 5,200 with a daily average of 168 per day.
In addition to increasing the number of flights available to already served domestic and
international destinations including Catania, Cagliari, Venice, Verona, Turin, Brussels,
London and Nice, the Spring-Summer 2000 flight schedule offers flights to and from
Parma, Amsterdam, Barcelona and Basel.
Statistics for "incoming" charter traffic reveal that the United Kingdom, Germany and Isreal
are the countries with the largest number of tourists visiting our region; whereas statistics
for "outgoing" traffic indicate that Spain, Greece, Tunisia and Egypt are the favourite
destinations for Neapolitans on holiday.
With the objective of allowing the airport to meet the demands of a constant increase in
traffic, Gesac has implemented important infrastructure works specifically aimed at
increasing comfort and improving the quality of service offered to passengers. Recently,
the addition of ten new check-in counters, bringing the total number available to 29, and
the opening of two new VIP lounges for business class passengers have proven to be
significant improvements.
One of Gesac’s primary objectives is to, once again, win the prestigious award won during
the Summer of 1999 when Britannia and Airtours International selected the Naples airport
as the best airport for efficiency and quality of services offered within the two companies’
global network.

